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Abstract

Siemens communication module CP1616 is a high-performance PROFINET controller, which can support both Real-time (RT) and Isochronous Real-Time (IRT) communication. Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) is a wildly used distributed control system in large scientific devices. In order to integrate PROFINET communication into EPICS environment, we develop this driver based on CP1616 and establish the prototype system. This paper will describe the design of EPICS driver for CP1616 and the test result of the prototype system.

INTRODUCTION

PROFINET is an Industrial Ethernet based on TCP/IP standard and IEC 61158 standard, designed for real-time data communication and equipment configuration [1]. Siemens CP1616 a PCI bus based PROFINET communication controller modules suitable for variable operation system, including windows and Linux. As CP1616 uses Enhanced Real-Time Ethernet Controller (ERTEC) 400 chip, it can support both PROFINET RT and IRT protocol.

As PROFINET has been used in accelerator control wildly [2–4], we develop this driver in order to integrate PROFINET into EPICS environment. The hardware controller is Siemens CP1616, the EPICS base is R3.14.12.6.

This paper focuses on the design of EPICS driver, and the details are organized as follows. Section I gives the general introduction of PROFINET and CP1616. Section II explains the IOC driver architecture by details. Finally, Section III shows the prototype system and the corresponding test.

OVERVIEW OF PROFINET

According to the different real-time performance, PROFINET communication can be divided into 3 classes: Non Real-Time (NRT) communication, RT communication and IRT communication. RT and IRT communications are in charge of real-time data transmission while NRT communication is for configuration and diagnostics data transmission. As IRT communication includes RT and NRT communication process, we will describe PROFINET based on IRT mainly. Figure 1 shows a PROFINET IRT bus cycle.

As shown in Figure 1, PROFINET IRT cycle is divided into IRT part (the red part), open part (the green part) and the store part (the yellow part). RT and Non Real-Time (NRT) frames are all in the open part and base on address scheduled communication. For RT frame, it is tagged with high priority VLAN bytes to ensure its transmission before NRT frames. The RT cycle times can achieve 1˜10ms. Thus RT protocol can be used for factory automation. IRT communication is more suitable for motion control applications. In IRT part, only time scheduled IRT frames can be processed [5, 6]. Because IRT supported devices use ERTEC 400 chip and Precision Transparent Clock Protocol (PTCP) for bus clock synchronization, real-time communication preprocessing can significantly improve performance, and the cycle time is less than 1ms [7].

If real-time data arrives switch between IRT part and Open part, it will be stored in the cache area in store part. Figure 2 shows the PROFINET frame structure.

According to Figure 2, one PROFINET frame can carry 40~1440 bytes user data. Ethertype and Frame ID bytes identify the different real-time classes (NRT, RT or IRT communication) [8].

PROFINET network configuration is mainly done by Siemens software (such as Portal and STEP 7). Not as traditional Ethernet communication, CP1616 controller assigns bus addresses and configures network topology for all the IO devices in advance before communication.

EPICS DRIVER FOR CP1616 MODULE

Because IRT communication is compatible for RT communication, we develop this EPICS driver for CP1616 module based on IRT communication. It consists of 2 parts: devices support and driver support. Figure 3 is the software architecture of PROFINET driver. We develop this driver based on Siemens encapsulated library file libpnio.so.

During the development of EPICS driver, we use standard record types in record support. For the driver, record support process the real-time data by calling database access routines. Device support provides an interface between driver support and record support by specific driver Application Programming Interface (API). It can put real-time
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data into raw value which is defined by Database (DB) file. Driver support communicates with CP1616 directly. Figure 4 shows the flow chart of driver support.

For achieving time scheduled communication, we adopt asynchronous communication in PROFINET driver.

There are 2 main routines after calling epicsExportAddress to register the entry table at Database Definition (DBD) file: device initialization routine and data exchange routine.

By registering callback functions in the initialization routine and allocating memory, IRT data be exchanged only between IRT_startop function and IRT_opfault function, meanwhile it also defines the IRT part and open part. RT data and NRT frames are exchanged beside those two functions.

**PROTOTYPE SYSTEM AND REAL-TIME PERFORMANCE TEST**

For test the performance of EPICS driver, we establish a prototype system. EPICS IOC is run on the Linux 2.6.32.20 operating system with rtai-3.9.1 real-time patch. IO device is ET 200SP IO station with digital input and output modules and analog input and output modules. Figure 5 is the hardware architecture of our prototype system. According to the architecture, EPICS mainly serves as a monitor, and CP1616 takes charge of processing input and output signal.

In Protal V13 configuration process, the designed cycle time is 500\(\mu\)s, and calculated IRT part time is 16.970\(\mu\)s which takes up 3.394\% of bandwidth, RT part time is 7.040\(\mu\)s which takes up 1.408\% of bandwidth. Figure 7 is the configuration result.

During the test, we use Wireshark to capture the PROFINET IRT frames between CP1616 and the IO station. CP1616 receives the input frames and send the output frames to the IO station according to the algorithm. The
time difference between corresponding input frame and output frame can be seen as the response time. Figure 8 is the input frames of CP1616, and Figure 9 is the output frames of CP1616. In the Figure 8 and the Figure 9, RTC3 represents the real-time class of PROFINET IRT communication. The response time is 1.001ms.

Figure 8: Input frames of CP1616.

Figure 9: Output frames from CP1616.

EPICS is a soft real-time system, the process speed of the EPICS record cannot catch up with the response speed of prototype system. In order to test the EPICS driver, a square wave signal with a period of 800ms is used as an input signal. A record is used to monitor the square wave signal. Figure 10 is the screenshot of Databrowser for the record. The figure is consistent with the input signal.

Figure 10: The Screenshot of Databrowser.

CONCLUSION

We integrate PROFINET protocol into EPICS environment by developing a driver based on the Siemens CP1616 communication module. The driver can support both RT communication and IRT communication. In the prototype system, the response time is 1.001ms. It reached the performance of PROFINET IRT communication. By the driver, we can monitor the status of input and output signals in EPICS environment.
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